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American Bar Association /IA Special Committee on Ibgth Educat on for Citizenship

Selected Background Readings on
Law-Related Education (LRE)
by Corinne Levitz

This annotated bibliography is designed to acquaint the
reader w, ith selected publications on the rationale for and
history of law- related education Cl,a;E). Many law-related
education programs, state departments of education, univer-
sities, and others have published exemplary Nkork in this field.
Space does not permit us to discuss them all here. Rather,
we have focused primarily on works by people associated
with the American Bar Association's Special Committee on
Youth Education for Citizenship. These works indicate the
range of resources asa;lablemd provide a basic ndcrstand-
ing of LRE's origins and goals.

American Bar Association Publications

Anderson, Charlotte C., and Lynda Carl Falkenstein, edi-
tors, Daring to Dream: Law and the Humanities for
Elementary Sch( (Chicago: American Bar Association's
Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship,
1980).
This is a collection of sympos um papers addressing such

critical issues as children's learinng, schools and schooling,
program development and ,upportind evaluation. It
represents a major effort w focus on improving usic learn-
ing in the elementary schools, long before children reach high
school, It draws upon two great cultural traditions
humanities and I tw to make du, _urricular thrust not just
another fad to bc "added on" to ,in overburdened curricu-
lum Rather, the t it is to rt.\ IN ify tasis learning in elemen-
tary schools.

White, Charles J., editor, Building Bridges to the Lau .

How to Make Lueyers, Judges, Police and Othe, Mem-
bers of the Commint).' Ott! of Your Law-Related Lau-
alum Program (Chicago. American Bar Association's

Special Committee on Youth Education fur Citycnship,
1981).

Strong community imolsement has been one of the
strengths of LRE from the N cry beginning The acme sup-
port of lawyers, police and probation officers, judge~, ind
many others from the community has been a hallmark of

this movement. It has greatly strengthened programs adnums-
tratisely, but more important, it has pros tiled educational
resources that no other movement can match. Research
shows that an excellent way of making any subject real to
students is to show it in action. Getting the community into
the classroom (and students into the community ) has made
law-related education a sisid subject for students all over the
country.

This is a "how to" book. contains rucks
how projects from around the country bat _ been successful
and provides dozens of tips on how the reader can achieve
the same success.

White, Charles J., Mandate for Change: The Impact o/
Law on Educational Innovation (Chicago: American Bar
Association's Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship, 1979).
This report of a Ford Foundation-supported study com-

pares curriculum laws and regulations in all SO states w ith
their actual impact on the classroom, especially as they affect
the teaching of lass-related education. The study seeks to
determine whether laws impede or encourage an innovation
such as law-ridated education. The study is supplemented
by m-depth inters less s of teachers and administrators in five
states.

It concludes that mere legislative mandating of curricu-
lum in any subject,, including law, does not insure any
meaningful classroom acts ity. In fact, nu law or regulation,
unless integrated into a comprehensive program of public
awareness, parent involvement, teacher education, and stu-
dent engagement, NN dl hase an impact on vv hat students
learn.

This report vv ill be useful to those seeking a better under-
standing of innovation in education generally, especially cur-
riculum innovator~ and scholars studying the process of
innovation. It provides a number of recommendations both
fur those w ho make and implement education law and fur
those NN ho might seek to mfluence educational policy. It also
provides insight into how teacher attitudes and beh as 'or
influence both formal and lamina! curricula.
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Journal Articles

Anderson, Charlotte C., guest editor, Intercom 100,
Through the Legal Looking Glass: Reflections of Peoples
and Cultures (December, 1981).
Global and law-related education overlap in the field of

comparative law. While the term "comparati\ e law" suggests
cross-cultural comparisons, it often refers studying law in
other societies without necessarily drawing comparisons with
the students' own legal system. This issue demonstrates a
few of the ways that the study of law can enrich the study
of any society or culture, including one's own. Indeed, any
law-related education which does not provide opportunities
to explore alternative legal systems runs the risk of warping
or inadequately developing students' understanding of their
own jurisprudential heritage.

Anderson, Charlotte C., guest editor, Intercom 103,
Beyond Boundaries: Lau, in a Global Age (January, 1983).
Global and law-related education share a mutual concern

for international law, which is the focus of this Issue. The
teaching materials in this issue guide teachers and students
in identifying ways international law isor can become- -
an arena fo: applying their developing citizenship skills.

Anderson, Charlotte C. and Mabel C. McKinney-
Browning ''cat Principals Should Know About I aw-
Related E1 ion," Principal (January 1982), 42-46.
While a rich and varied array, of programs in law-related

education is available for all grade levels, many school
administrators wonder how they can develop a program in
their own school, what costs are involved, and where they
can get help or advice on getting started. This article poses
these and other questions, and provides responses which lep-
resent the collective experience of LRE program directors
across the country.

Anderson, Charlotte C., Mabel C. McKinney-Browning,
and Lynda Carl Falkenstein, guest editors, "Law-Related
Education;' Social Education (May 1980), 382-397.

Editor: Charles White
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In this issue of Social Education; a number of articles are
geared toward 1,1w-related education in elementary' schools.

Charlotte Anderson's article, "Promoting Responsible
Citizenship Through Elementary Law-Related Education:.
Sn'"t" ,tizes gi,idehnes for elementary law-related education
programs. These guidelines may also stimulate ci itical re\ iew.
leading to clearer definitions of what elementary education
can and should be. The al ncle concentrates on two critical
features of elementary LRE programs: (1) the learning out-
comes sought by such programs, md (2) the learning env iron-
ment that facilitates such outcomes.

The three other articles in this compilation deal with (I)
a student governance program which enhances the law-
related/citizenship education students receive, (2) sample
LRE learning experiences for elementary classrooms, and
(3) a bibliography of children'', literature with a strong LRE
content.

Hahn, Carole L., "The Status of the Social Studies in the
Public Schools of the United States: Another Look:. Social
Education (March 1985), 220-223.
This 1985 survey of state social studies curriculum

specialists and supervisors reveals that since 1975 LRE has
been added to the social studies curriculum in more than
half of the foity -six states responding. Law-related educa-
tion was identified as the fourth most important priority
of these respondents. The first prioritycitizenship
educationis one that often includes law-related content and
strategies.

1-1,11th's article pro\ ides an overall picture of the direction
social studies was taking between 1976 and 1983, and how
that direction holds significance now as we assess the status
of social studies before undertaking new initiatives.

Little, Judith Warren, and Frances Haley, "Implementing
Effective LRE Programs:' ERIC Fact Sheet No. 8 (Decem-
ber 1982; ERIC Order Number: ED 233928).
This fact sheet discusses the relation between law-related

education and delinquency prevention. The preliminary
results of the study highlighted here indicate that w hen
pioperly taught, lave related education can have a posime
effect on delinquency and can improve a range of student
attitudes related to delinquinLy. Fl_ fact sheet discusses the
piesclibed principles necessary to bring about a reduction
in delinquent behavior, and their implications for program
planning and implementation.

NIcKinney -Brow ning, Mabel C., guest editor; The Into-
national 'mond! ()I Social clucation (Autumn, 1987).
1-his issue of the I Ii Intonational loutnal o/ Sot Liu-

( ation is devoted entirely to law-related education It includes
a \\ array of articles imering this topic, beginning with
McKinncy -Browning's Com prehensR (2 "Law-Related Educa-
tion. Programs, ProLLssind Pionn,c," \\ hiLh introduces the
theme of this issue and places the succeeding articles within
the context of the theme.

I he other articles explore the processes or strategies that
have guided law -Rimed education over the years v [thin and
outside of the school community.

I hese articles discuss law-related education as it relates
to: cut nculum enhancement, institutionalization, dehn-
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For Publications and More Information

The publications described in this bibliography can be
obtained from the following sources:

Building Bridges to the Law, Daring to Dream, and
Mandate for Change, American Bar Association, Spe-
cial Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship,
Clearinghouse, 750 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,
IL 60611; (312) 988-5733. Cost: $1 each.
Ends in View: An Analysis of the Goals in Law
Related Education, Center for the Study of Curricu-
lum and Instruction, The University of British Colum-
bia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 1Z5;
(604) 338-6502. Cost: $30.
ERIC Publications: ERIC (Education Resources Infor-
mation Center), Document Reproduction Service,
3900 Wheeler Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22304 6409;
(800) 227-3742.
ERIC general information and assistance: Clearing-
house for Sozial Studies/Social Science Education,
2805 East Tenth Street, Suite 120, Indiana University,
Bloomington, IN 47408; (812) 855-3838.
Intercom, The American Forum for Global EduLa-
non, 45 John Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY
10038; (212) 732-8606. (The last issue of this maga-
zine was published in 1986; however, copies of
individual back issues are available at a cost of S4.00,
plus handling.)
The International Journal of Social Education (Official
Journal of the Indiana Council for the Social Studies),
Ball State University, Burkhardt Building, Department
of History, Muncie, IN 47306; (317) 285-8728.
Law, Justice, and the Individual in Society: Psycho-
logical and Legal Issues (ISBN #: 0030 121566),
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 6277 Sea Harbor Drive,
Orlando, FL 32821; Customer Service: (800) 782-
4479. Cost: 530 (plus tax and shipping).
Peabody Journal of Education, Peabody College of
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203; (615)
322-8963. (Copies of Isidore Starr's ankle "The LIM,
Studies Movement: A Memoir" also can be obtained
from the ABA/YEFC Clearinghouse for S2).
Principal, National Association of Elementary School
Principals, 1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314;
(703) 684-3345. (Copies of the 1/82 issue referred to
in this bibliography are out of print. Copies can be
obtained from the ABA/YEFC Clearinghouse for S2).
Social Education, National Council for the Social
Studies, 3501 Newark Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20016; (202) 966-7840.
Today's Education, National Education Association,
1201 Sixteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036;
(202) 822-7200. (The last issue of this magazine was
published in 1986-87, and the November-December,
1980, issue is no longer in print. Copies of the sup-
plement, however, can be obtained from the
ABA/YEFC Clearinghouse for $2).

quency theory, constatmonal studies, juvenile justice, the
application of technology, and the effects of cultural differ-
ences on the perception and practice of 1.m.

NIcKinney Brow, fling; Mabel C., supplement editor,
/Octal r.chtcation (Nm ember-DeLember 1980), 61-68.

This supplement to Tod./1', I lucation consists of six short
articles introducing differLnt s that teachers nationvk ide
are building LRL into their Louse. Highlighted arc mock
trials, literature, and problem solving.

Pereira, Carolyn, "1,,aw -Related Education in Elementary
and Secondary Schools," ERIC Digest (ERIC Order Num-
ber. EDO-S088-6) (Bloomington, Indiana. Clearinghouse
for Social Studies/Social Science Education, June 1988).
This article addresses (I) the meaning of law-related edu-

cation, (2) reasons fur including LRE in the curriculum, (3)
\N"ly s to include LRE in the curriculum, and (4) characteris-
tics of effective LRE prorams in elementary and secondary
schools. Also included is a short resource list of additional
background readings.

Starr, Isidore, "The Law, Studies Movement: A Nlemoir,"
Peabody Journal of Education (October 1977), 6-11.
This article by Isidore Starr, affectionately know, n as the

"father of lave- related education," pro\ ides a history of the
1.m-related education movement and its early pioneers. This
account of the beginaings and grow, th of the law, studies
movement contributes ust fully to understanding the jig -saw,
puzzle of curricular change. The consensus of the early
leaders in the field of LRE was that effective law studies
instruLtion NN, IC Ad W an understanding of the nature of
law, in our soLik , develop analytical skills in confronting
value conflicts, assist in probing mural and ethical dilemmas,
and develop an appreciation for legal processes and the bases
of law.

Starr, Isidore, guest editor, "Teaching About the U.S. Con-
stitution," Social Education (May 1973), 361-430.
This section contains topical articles, curricular sugges-

tions, teaching strategiesmd instructional resources, ill
related to teaching about the Constitution.

"Lavk in the Schools. Goals and Methods,' by Paul A.
VrLund, is one of a number of c ,Lellent articles in this issue.
In this article, Freund helps to guide I,RE in its formame
years by setting out baste goals that continue to shape qual-
ity LRL: programs today.

Freund asserts that learning mural reasoning or ethical
analysis by continual practice tin reaching deLisions and haY
mg to justify them is a primary goal, and one that Lames

It h it not only a resulting know ledge or appreciation of
the law, but also a skill useful to the student's entire educa-
tional process.

Ac;:ording to Freund, the methods for leaching these goals
Should imolye participatory, intLraLti yc learning process
for the students, using aL uy ales suLh simulatiim and
role-playing.

Books

Combs, ferro'd, c.lurley Parkinson, and Roland Case, edi-
tors, Inds in lieu. An Ana/pis o/ the Goals in Law-
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Related Education (Vancouver, Canada: University of Brit-
ish Columbia Center for the Study of Curriculum and
Instruction, 1989).
This collection contains original papers by a number of

Canadian and American teacher-educators and legal educa-
tors. The papers critically assess some suggested goals of law
related education (as opposed to methods or strategies for
teaching LRE content), and propose and justify TIM goals
for [RE. Topics include: critical thinking and [RE, teach-
ing about law reform, LRE as citizenship education, legal
reasoning, and building respect for lass. The publication is
geared toward both LRE teachers and instructors of preser-
vice LRE teachers

Final Report of the U.S. Office of Education Study Group
on Law-Related Education (Washington, D.C.. U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979), OE Publication Nu.
79-43000. (This publication is out of print and is no
longer asailable from the U.S. Gosernmtnt Priming Office.
Copies can be obtained from the ABA/YEFC Clearing-
house for S2).
The Study Group on Law -Railed Education examined

the condition of lass-related education in the United States,
including its growth, the ;ales which ..moos agencies and
institutions played in that growth, the salues of 1,RLInd
its needs. The report of the Study Group sets forth a strategy
to accomplish national support for LRE.

A memorandum submitted by the American Bar Associa-
tion is attached to the Study Group's report as Appendix E.
The "Memorandum on Law-Related Education. A Cru-
cial Component of American Education" reflects the collec-
tive thinking of many leaders in the field of law-related
education.

LeN Ille, Felice J., and June Louin Tapp, editors, Ltu.; Jus-
tice, and the individual in Society. Psychological and Legal
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Issues (Ness York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977).
Three chapters in this book pros ide good backround read-

ings on LRE. Paul A. Freund, the author of "1,,w in the
Schools," focuses on the objectises of law teaching as a c9m-
poncnt of elementary and_ high-school education. Not only
should legal education teach the content of law, it should
also emphasize an ability to reason dialectically, cope with
uncertainty, appreciate the ethical dimensions of problems,
and weigh the consequences of di erne action. The complex-
ities of aelues ing these goals are discussed, as sell as the
kinds of objeetises lass programs might well include. (In this
article, Freund pros ides an adaptauGn of the goal statements
outlined in his earlier 1973 Social Education article, "Law
in the Schools: Goals and Methods.")

Felice J. Les me and June Louin Tapp, in their chapter "The
Dialectic of Legal Socialization in Community and School,"
aim to clarify the relation between the individual's natural
reasoning ability and the impact of social sariables. Legal
education should be parr of a broad societal commitment
to socialize and resocialize individuals to become more inter-
acme, self reliant participants in multiple systems of law.

"Deselopmg Senses of Law and Legal Justice," by June
Louin Tapp and Lass rence Kohlberg, sets forth a theory of
legal deselopme.nt, (lensed from cogniuse deselopmental the-
ory, using data on American students from kindergarten to
college, as well as data on preadolescents from many nations.
The data shows that socialization experiences can influence
the growth of legal salues and roles both posimely and nega-
usely. Implications of the theory and findings are discussed
for legal socialization.

CORINNE "COOKIE" LEVITZ is a lawyer who now serves as
a proje,t dire,t01 for the Special Committee on Ybuth
Education for Citizenship
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